
 
 

 

 

 

 

 I can write work which is organised, imaginative and clear. (E.g. simple opening and ending) 

 I can include features of the appropriate genre in my writing for a variety of different text 

types.  

 I can change my chosen form of writing to suit the audience. (E.g. include information about 

characters in stories, make a series of points in a report) 

 I can use interesting and ambitious words, showing that I experiment with vocabulary. 

 I can extend my ideas logically in sequenced sentences.  

 I can extend sentences using a wider range of connectives. (E.g. when, because, if, after, while, 

also, as well) 

 I can use correct grammar in my sentences (nouns and verbs generally agree). 

 I can use pronouns to avoid repetition of nouns. 

 I continue to use capital letters (including for proper nouns) and full stops accurately. 

 I can use question marks, exclamation marks and commas for lists, regularly in my writing. 

 I can use inverted commas to show that someone is speaking. 

 I can structure and organise my work clearly. (E.g. beginning, middle, end; letter structure; 

dialogue structure) 

 I am beginning to use paragraphs. 

 I can adapt form and style for purpose. (E.g. clear difference between formal and informal 

letters; abbreviated sentences in notes and diaries)  

 I can use adjectives and adverbs for description. 

 I can use my knowledge of phonics to spell longer words. (E.g. bonfire or forward). 

 I can spell the words on the Year 3 list correctly. 

 I can create settings, describing them using my senses. 

 I can create characters and describe them, including their feelings and emotions. 

 I can use generalising words for style. (E.g. sometimes, always, often, never, mostly, generally) 

 I can use words for suggestion. (E.g. might do it, could rain, may go, should win) 

 I can link and relate events, including past, present and future. (E.g. afterwards, before, after a 

while, during, eventually). 

 I can usually join my handwriting.   

 I am beginning to develop a sense of pace (lively and interesting).  
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